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From the New Director
hen I joined the faculty at the University of Massachusetts
in 1983, my focus was on establishing my research program. I did
not make a point of revealing my life story to anyone in my
department. Later that year, a rumor was floating about that I was a
professional jockey before entering graduate school. At the time, I
was unmarried, and I did not quell the rumor since it was a great
icebreaker at parties. The truth now revealed, I can ride a horse but
never has anyone paid me to do so. To ensure that an even more
interesting perspective of my background does not arise at Smith
College, I take this opportunity to set the record straight.
I was born in Brooklyn, New York in a culturally diverse
neighborhood not far from the Brooklyn Botanic Garden. As I child,
I was fascinated by animals, however my older sister developed
severe allergies to furry pets, and at the tender age of six I was forced
to say goodbye to our new puppy. It took me years to forgive my
sister even though my parents replaced the dog with less furry pets
such as snails and fish. At the same time, my gardening uncle
introduced me to the world of the radish plant and I still remember
how fast they grew. Although they were fun to grow, they tasted
terrible and were not fun to pet.
During my biology classes in high school I realized that the life
sciences stimulated my mind more than any other field of study.
After high school, I was awarded a scholarship to St. Francis College
in Brooklyn Heights, New York, where I entered a premed biology
program. After fainting during an autopsy lab at a local hospital (the
truth), I decided that innocent people would be in peril if I held a
scalpel above them while they were unconscious. At that time, I
decided to declare myself a “general biology” major and took my
first botany course. Soon after, I was asked to manage the college
greenhouse. The greenhouse was on the roof of a tall building that
faced the Statue of Liberty. The setting was so inspiring that I spent
hours there thinking about life and learning to love plants. By my
junior year I had decided to study plants for the rest of my life. Upon
graduation, I accepted a research assistantship to attend the
University of Maryland, College Park, where I earned my M.S. and
Ph.D. in horticulture. I worked first on projects designed to utilize
municipal wastes in horticulture. At the time, this research was novel.
Our lab established many of the methods currently used to generate
garden compost from municipal wastes, thereby solving food waste
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and sewage disposal problems for many cities. My
advisor became a consultant and is now retired and
living quite comfortably. However lucrative the
field, my love of municipal waste was short-lived.
I began to consider a more basic project for my
Ph.D. when one of the most creative and
knowledgeable instructors contracted a terminal
illness. He was Robert Baker, my mentor. Dr. Baker
taught woody plant materials and plant propagation.
His death came just before the semester and I was
asked by our department to teach his Plant
Propagation class—a class in which I was enrolled.
At first I was paralyzed with the thought, but after
realizing I could give myself my own grade I
accepted the position (in actuality, they made me
withdraw from the roster). I had a class of 50
students and lots of quick learning to do. Between
lectures and labs I was extremely busy, and I and
decided not to take any classes so I could
(Continued on page 3)
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xciting renovation plans are underway and I would like to keep
everyone abreast of our progress. Working through the Programming and
Design Phase has demanded that we clarify our various roles as a botanical
garden. Many discussions centered on how we can better accommodate the
needs of students, faculty, staff, and the general public. Recent meetings with
the architectural firm have resulted in much progress and a final floor plan is
expected shortly.
The process has been very educational from the standpoint of architectural
challenges and budgetary issues. The Conservatory is sandwiched on the
north by a major steam tunnel and on the south by the pond. To the east is
College Lane and to the west is a steep upgrade with a large retaining wall.
The classrooms, basement, and lab frequently flood, as the grade of the land
puts Lyman in the low spot for drainage. The architects have made marvelous
and creative suggestions for our landlocked situation. While there is no plan
to expand greenhouse space, the greenhouses will undergo a historic
restoration and a mechanical and electrical upgrade. The administrative and
public space will increase significantly. This should allow for more exciting
functions (seminars, exhibitions, etc.) to be held at Lyman. For years the
greenhouse and administrative staff have been performing a multitude of tasks
in inadequate space. Only their dedication and creativity have made the
programs at Lyman function during great increases in demand.
While the construction phase will be a trying process, the vision of a
renewed facility will carry us through. Our biggest challenge will be to
maintain administrative function during the year or year and a half of the
project. It is likely that the plant houses will not be accessible during the
construction and renovation, and we still have to work out the details on
preserving the most significant plants in our collection while construction is
underway. We are yet unsure of the temporary location of our administrative
offices but we will be “in business” no matter where we are located. I am
confident that we will all put our heads together and come up with the best
solution to each problem that arises. Once a plan is finalized and approved I
will tell you more. Your support in the past has made this renovation a high
priority at Smith College, and your continued support will assure that the
renewed facility is an exciting place of learning. !
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lectures and labs I was extremely busy, and I and decided not to take any
classes so I could concentrate on teaching. One day a student asked me
why a particular plant had colorful stripes on its leaves. I was clueless
and went to an authority, Dr. Robert Stewart, at the USDA in nearby
Beltsville, Maryland, to find out more. I consider this the turning point in
my career. I found my conversations with Dr. Stewart so stimulating that
within weeks I had decided my dissertation would be centered on this
theme. My project would utilize tissue culture methods to synthesize
genetic mosaics (plants composed of more than one genetic makeup).
A year or so after beginning my dissertation work, I had the
opportunity to teach at the National Arboretum in their Graduate
School. This was followed by a few summers of weekend work,
selling plants at a high-end nursery in the Potomac/Chevy Chase
area. This nursery expected its sales crew to be extremely
knowledgeable about plant material and to field any question from a
customer. One of my favorite questions was, “Can you plant Hosta in
a circle?” I was polite and replied, “Yes,” but deep down I wanted to
say, “Only if you buy more than two—otherwise you have a straight
line.” My practical experience put me in touch with reality and
by the time I was ready to pursue an academic career, I had
gained both a working knowledge of landscape plants and
expertise in several basic research methods.
In 1983, with a dissertation still in its final stages, I
accepted a faculty position at the University of
Massachusetts. There, I performed research in plant propagation,
breeding, and tissue culture, and taught an undergraduate class in plant
propagation. At the graduate level I taught tissue culture, methods in
biotechnology, and plant developmental biology. My stay at the
University was rewarding and I slowly generated a respectable research
program that resulted in many scientific articles and invitations to speak
at professional conferences in the United States and in Europe. I had the
pleasure of training some excellent students, all of whom are now
gainfully employed either in industry or in academia. When the opening
for the Director position at the Botanic Garden of Smith College was
announced, I became very interested. It would be an opportunity to
channel creativity in a more diverse arena without giving up a connection
to students. I had always been impressed with Smith’s commitment to
maintaining a premier botanical garden and to giving the students a
learning environment that included such a wonderful combination of
aesthetics and botany. Leaving the University of Massachusetts was a
difficult choice but one which was correct for me. I felt that it was time
for new experiences and new challenges. The knowledge that Lyman
Conservatory would soon be renovated was the icing on the cake. I
accepted the position, and on August 1, 2000, I officially started as
Director.
At the time I write this, I am on the job for just a few months. Before
my official arrival I visited Smith College several times and had many
conversations with the botany faculty in Biological Sciences, with Rob
Nicholson, the interim administrative director, and with many of the
faculty and staff. The first few weeks have been amazing, lots to learn
and lots of papers flying about. I immediately knew that the staff of the
Botanic Garden was dedicated and educated. I have spent the past few
days thinking about the challenges that lie before me, excited about the

chance to use my
energies to address them,
and confident that the
support given to the
Botanic Garden will continue.
My immediate goal is to
make sure that the current plan for a
massive renovation goes smoothly. It
will be a painful process, but when it is
finished the Conservatory will be
able to more efficiently administer
the many programs that have been
initiated over the years. We will update you
on the progress and scheduling as it unfolds.
Once we are settled in our expanded facility,
my goal is to slowly expand internship programs
for the students. I recently sat down with Elinor
Kuntz, a student who had just returned from her
summer research internship at Kew Gardens in
London (see page 9). She was thumbing through
graduate school catalogs so that she could apply
for a doctorate program in molecular plant
systematics. This internship, initiated by the
Friends, has changed her life. It should be
rewarding to know that you are a part of this. Rob
Nicholson and I have begun discussing future
locations that would offer suitable internships in a
wider range of botanical disciplines. As Director,
I hope your support of internship programs will
grow so that we can enrich the lives of our
students in ways that will impact them forever.
In a few years our staff and volunteers will
have more space and facilities to operate
effectively. I hope that you, as a Friend, will
enjoy the renewed facility and that it will inspire
you to generate more educational opportunities
for the women of Smith College. In time, I will
get to know many of you individually. In the
meantime, I say hello to the Friends at large and
thank you for all that you have done in the past.
!
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Coming in Spring 2001
Landscape Installations...

I

nternationally recognized sculptor and landscape artist Patrick
Dougherty is coming to Smith College in April of next year. During his
three-week residency he will create a large outdoor landscape
installation on campus and present a public lecture. Additional events
include a photo exhibit of his work in McConnell Hall and a lecture by
John Moore of the art department. We are planning a special Friends
opening party for the exhibit on Sunday April 22. Since Dougherty uses
woven branches and twigs in his creative work, there will be an initial
gathering phase during which he collects saplings for the sculpture. We
will be looking for volunteers to help with harvesting material for the
sculpture. We will have many more details in the spring issue of the
newsletter. The Botanic Garden is collaborating with the Museum of
Art in hosting this unique and facinating exhibition. !
Sittin’ Pretty, South Carolina Botanic Garden, Clemson University

Running in Circles, Tickon Sculpture Park, Denmark

... and Landscape Studies

S

mith will be offering a new Landscape
Studies course next spring. This exciting
survey course is organized by Ann Leone of
the Landscape Studies Steering Committee and
the French Department. The class will cover
topics of landscape and garden history;
regional and urban planning, landscape art and
literature, landscape ecology, the Smith
landscape master plan, the campus as a
teaching landscape, and issues of development
and preservation of the landscape.
The class will meet once a week and all
lectures will be open to members of the Friends
of the Botanic Garden. Some of the scheduled
speakers will include: Jack Ahern, Chair,

department of landscape architecture and regional planning, UMass; Amy
Brown, Smith alumna and Ph.D. candidate in the department of architecture
and planning at MIT; John Burk, department of biological sciences at Smith;
Dean Cardasis, department of landscape architecture and regional planning,
UMass; Michel H. Conan, director of studies in landscape architecture,
Dumbarton Oaks; John Davis, art department at Smith; Nancy Denig, Smith
alumna, and principal, Denig Associates, Northampton; Cornelia Oberlander,
Smith alumna and landscape architect, Vancouver B.C.; Michael
Marcotrigiano, director of the Botanic Garden of Smith; Patricia McGirr,
department of landscape architecture and regional planning at UMass;
Douglas Patey, English department at Smith, Gretchen Schneider, Smith
alumna, architect, and member of art department at Smith; and Anne
Whiston Spirn, department of architecture and planning, M.I.T. !
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Hanging Maples and Flying Dove Trees
Rob Nicholson

O

n a recent trip through Western Massachusetts I became aware
that the intersection between art and horticulture can produce mixed
results. The sublime gardens at Naumkeag in Stockbridge, a product of
the imagination of the Landscape Architect Fletcher Steele, are a set of
tranquil and engaging spaces. The Blue Steps is a masterful combination
of birches, water, and steps, and is perhaps the most successful garden
composition in all of New England. A little further to the north lies the
Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art (Mass MoCA) a new
museum that is helping to revive an old mill town with a reduced
economy. In the courtyard a garden, designed by the Australian artist
Natalie Jeremijenko and entitled Tree Logic, challenges both the viewer
and the definition of the word garden. The rectangular plot has eight tall
telephone poles around the perimeter. Suspended on cables between the
poles are six large cylindrical planters. Each of these has a ten-foot red
maple planted within, but planted upside-down, a decidedly modern,
aerial garden with water is piped up to the planters. Overall it is
a fascinating study in plant growth, for the leaves have
oriented themselves toward the sun and the new
shoot growth is of course growing away from the
force of gravity (geotropism) back toward the
cylinders. Our staff has debated on whether the
garden can survive or whether a hard winter
will kill the aerial root mass. But it is clearly
not a style of gardening I expect to see
championed by Martha Stewart anytime soon.
The past year at Smith has also produced a
few aerial ballets of the botanical kind. With the
coming renovation of the Lyman Conservatory we are
beginning to plan ahead and move a few specimens from their
in-ground plantings to large planters on casters. An elderly and
impressive specimen of Dicksonia antarctica, a tree fern native
to Australia, has been in our collection for at least 60 years and
was the centerpiece of the Fern House. It was recently hoisted up

from the ground, spun toward the door and then
carried by a crew of seven to the Cool Temperate
Greenhouse. After being planted in a large wooden
box, it was nursed through the summer and seems
to be responding well to the change. It is the first of
many moves and relocations that the conservatory
staff will oversee as the facility is brought into a
new era.
A new surge of construction outside has meant
that hard choices are being made about which
plantings to eliminate and which trees and shrubs
warrant digging up and moving. This can be a
labor-intensive and expensive process, so we
carefully weigh each decision. The renovation of
the Fine Arts Center resulted in the relocation of a
number of Rhododendron, Enkianthus, and
Corylopsis. But the biggest move involved one of
the jewels of our collection, the rare dove tree from
central China, Davidia involucrata. This species
was brought to these shores by the famous plant
explorer E.H. Wilson, and our specimen is one of
the few, and one of the best, in New England. The
process of moving this 35-foot tree began last year
with a careful root pruning. Possible new sites for
the tree were proposed and analyzed, with the west
side of College Hall being chosen as the final
destination. This spring, after the root mass was
carefully dug and balled, a large crane lifted the
tree from the lower courtyard garden, over a 15foot wall, and onto a waiting front-end loader. A
slow and careful transport of the tree dodged
buildings and other trees, and the eight-hour
process ended with this rarity safely planted
alongside College Hall. We were lucky to
have a cool, mild summer with plentiful rain.
The tree has survived, and is even setting
seed. But next spring will tell the tale.
Moving large trees willy-nilly is not
our usual management strategy, but
under the circumstances it was
unavoidable. It points out the challenge of
blending a botanical garden with ever
changing and expanding physical
surroundings. It also illustrates the
difference between our botanical garden
and Mass MoCA. Our trees always
come back down to earth. !
To view the Davidia and Dicksonia moves
in full, visit our website:
http://www.smith.edu/gardens/home.html
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Another Plant Sale Success

F

rom Abies to Zenobia, this year’s
Plant Sale offered a total of 235 different
kinds of plants and attracted a record number
of enthusiastic gardeners and students who
carted home many flats of plants. Let’s hope
everyone has gotten them all safely in the
ground by now! Over 550 people eagerly
descended on plant-laden benches in the new
Capen greenhouse, the site of this year’s sale.
The change from May to September for the
sale plus the new location had us a bit
concerned about what kind of turnout we
would get. Clearly our fears were unfounded.
The September date meant that many more
students attended, which we had anticipated
with increased house plant offerings. The sale
included many plants from the Lyman
Conservatory that the spring Horticulture class
had divided as well as many plants they had
propagated from seed and by grafting.
We also raffled off a Hemerocallis ‘Joan
Senior,’ a lovely white-flowered daylily.
Amanda Packard, a new member of the
Friends of the Botanic Garden who joined the

Madelaine Zadik

day of the sale, was the winner. The sale
brought in over $6700, and we
signed up many new members.
We also offered Botanic Garden
aprons, T-shirts, sweatshirts tote bags, note
cards, and mugs, which are all now
available in the Conservatory (or order by
mail with the Gift Order Form on page 14).
Volunteers put in many many hours
potting, labeling, organizing, carting,
arranging, counting, and selling, making the Plant Sale not only
possible, but also the tremendous success that it was. Obviously, without
the volunteer effort we would not have a sale at all. It all went remarkably
smoothly this year. Setting up two days in advance helped tremendously. In
the past it seemed like a race to opening time when we were setting up
plants the morning of the sale (our only option when we had the sale
outdoors in a tent). This time we thoroughly enjoyed the day, meeting old
Friends and new ones, chatting about plants and gardens, and helping
students with ideas for how to provide for plants in the warm desert winter
climates in their rooms. It was exciting to see so many students at the sale
and many familiar faces from Horticulture and other plant science classes.
Seeing everyone there so enthusiastic about plants made it all so clear as to
why we so much enjoy sharing this botanical world with our Friends. !

Many thanks to the following volunteers who have given so
generously of their time to the Botanic Garden this past year:
Kathy Abraham
Meg Armstrong
Hut Beall
Anne Bialek
Janet Bissell
Kathy Bredin
Deb Brown
Eleanor Brown
Robert Carey
Genevieve Casey
Betty Conway
Ryan Crowell
Jean Duncan
Pearl Edwards
Lisa Ferree
Mary Friel
Anne Gannon
Pat Giebutowski
Jay Girard

Nancy Gluek
Ellice Gonzalez
Marguerite Gregory
Mina Harrison
Freda Houpt
Mary Ann Hoyt
Anne Keppler
Joyce Ketcham
Lu Knox
Cheryl Jones
Gloria LaFlamme
Carolyn Lawry
Susette Lyons
Sigi Marrocco
Joan Martin
Irene Montague
Tom Morse
Louis Musante
Fran Nichols

Kate O'Connor
Connie Parks
Pam Parsons
Carol Paul
Virginia Rechtschaffen
William Rice
Samantha Rothman
Joan Ryan
Robin Silva
Barbara Smith
Mary Smurl
Diana Souza
Judith St. James
Elizabeth Terp
Elsa Vitols
Kester Warlow-Harry
Eva Weber
Lisa Westervelt
Claudia Zimmerman
!
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Tribute to Frances Miner ’27

A

unique personality in the world of horticulture died on January 17,
2000, at the age of 94. Although she lived in Manhattan, Frances
Messersmith Miner, Smith 1927, cultivated plants and children for many
years. She was Curator of Instruction at the Brooklyn Botanic Garden’s
Children’s Garden, where she influenced generations of boys and girls, many
of whom called her “the botanic lady.” All of the children who spent their
summers working their garden plots and their winters attending Saturday
classes can recall instances of the love and care Frances Miner extended to
them and their plants. Many were influenced to become professional
gardeners or botanists, as was I.
Frances Miner was born in Plainfield, New Jersey, but went to live with
her grandparents on their farm in New York State when her mother died.
There, she had the freedom to
play, to wander out-of-doors,
called home for meals by a
cowbell. Perhaps it was that
experience that led to her sense of
curiosity, of wonderment at
nature and particularly of plants.
When she entered Smith in 1923
that love of plants must have
been there already since we know
that she took Freshman Botany,
where she learned of the
Children’s Garden, the first
within a scientific botanic garden,
begun by Ellen Eddy Shaw in
1914. She noted at the time it was “something I’d like to do.” After
graduation and work with the Girl Scouts in Elmira, New York, she moved
to the Brooklyn Botanic Garden (BBG) in 1930 as an educational assistant.
She continued at the Garden for her entire professional life, retiring in 1973,
as Curator of Instruction. She inspired generations of children and adults,
students, instructors, volunteers.
The Garden honored her a year ago by renaming the Children’s Garden
House for her. Unfortunately, she was not able to join the several hundred of
her former “children” who came from as far as California to pay tribute to
her at that time. Her influence is still visible in the house where 80 year old
hoes and rakes shine on their racks, cleaned after every use by the children.
The pails of sand and the rags were out of sight that day but I was assured
they are still in use.
I attended the children’s classes at the BBG in the early 1940s, as soon as
I was able to navigate the New York subways by myself. Miss Miner
instilled in us, her students, a sense of responsibility for more than just the
tools. In the 1930s and 1940s penny packets of flower and vegetable seeds
were sold in the public schools of New York. The older children in the
program helped fill those packets. We learned about plants and people. I
learned about Smith College from Miss Miner and Margaret Dorward,
another educator and Smith graduate working in the Children’s Garden in the
1940s. These women (and Ellen Eddy Shaw and Alys Sutcliffe) with their
strong professional training and accomplishment, were my role models,
before I knew the words “role model” or what they were. Additional winter
Saturday mornings were spent in the greenhouse, pricking out seedlings and
replanting them in flats for summer floral displays. Since I did not stay in

Hope Punnett ’48
Hope Punnett ’48, influenced by Frances Miner
to attend Smith, majored in biology at Smith
and went on to receive a Ph.D. in plant
genetics from Yale. She has worked as a human
geneticist and cytogeneticist since 1961.

Brooklyn for the summer, I never had a plot in
the Children’s Garden, but I helped prepare and
plant them, and knew the pride the other
children had in their harvests.
On May 8, 2000, at the Brooklyn Botanic
Garden former associates, volunteers, fellows,
and her family members reminisced about the
woman who remained to them
all “Miss Miner” or “FMM”
(as she liked to be known).
They recalled her sometimes
quirky approach, how she
would jot notes on the subway
to and from her home on
110th Street in Manhattan to
be distributed to her
colleagues, how she enjoyed
ice skating at Rockefeller
Center, how she never asked
anyone to do a job she was
not ready to do herself. Her
nephew spoke of her train
ritual, her respect for the conductors and how
they recognized her, how she always had lunch
in Schenectady. They recalled her warmth, her
love of staff, how she always found time for
friends and colleagues. I remember my own
surprise when she took the time to find me, to
see how I was doing, when she visited Smith
during my freshman year.
Miss Miner wrote botanical papers for
publications such as The Journal of the Royal
Horticultural Society in England. She also wrote
a children’s book called The Adventure Book of
Growing Plants. Her approach to education was
summed up in a publication for the BBG. “I
believe that students, especially beginners in
this adventure, should be participants rather than
spectators,” she wrote. “A feeling of ownership
and a sense of responsibility for the care of a
plant ‘pet’ elicit an entirely different kind of
response than viewing displays of plants, no
matter how spectacular.” Gardeners all over the
United States cherish their memories of Miss
Miner and the Children’s Garden. Their gardens
are a continuing tribute to the BBG and the
Saturday mornings they spent there. !
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Kew Internships

S

mith’s Kew interns have been making the news. In
April Kew Scientist published a short piece about Molly
Kornblum ’98 and Hannah Thornton ’99, who were at Kew
in 1997 and 1998, respectively (see the box to the right).
We then heard from Dr. Michael F. Fay, Head of Conservation Genetics
at Kew’s Jodrell Laboratory, that another Smith student has just been
published. Diane Bowman ’96, who was one of the two first Kew Interns
in 1994, is a coauthor of “A Phylogenetic Analysis of Rhamnaceae using
rbcL and trnL-F Plastid DNA Sequences,” which appears in the
September 2000 issue of the American Journal of Botany. This article is a
result of Diane’s work during her summer at Kew along with the work of
other researchers. You can view her article online at http://
www.amjbot.org/cgi/content/abstract/87/9/1309. Diane is currently
reprinted by
working at the Botanic Garden at Smith.
permission
We are pleased to publish in Botanic Garden News accounts from this
past summer’s interns, Rebecca Davis Green ’01 and Elinor Kuntz ’01.
You are invited to hear them speak about their experience on November 13 at 7:00 pm in Neilson Browsing Room (see calendar
of events on back cover). !

Molecular Systematics and Conservation at
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew

E

very year Smith students have the
opportunity to intern at the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew, in London, and this year I was
one of those lucky students. At the Jodrell
Laboratory, I worked with scientists from all
over the world, attempting to uncover secrets of
the plant world through cutting edge molecular
biology techniques. The Jodrell is specifically
concerned with exploring plant systematics and
conservation. Plant systematists study how
plants are grouped together into families, and
what genus and species names they are given.
This field of science is filled with controversy.
Scientists have different ideas about what is
most important for taxonomic decisions, whether
it be the plant’s morphology, anatomy, pollen
structure, or even how they fit ecologically into
the natural world. The Jodrell Laboratory
investigates plants’ DNA. The basic idea of
molecular systematics is that DNA sequences
change over evolutionary time, and that the
greater the difference in two plants’ DNA
sequences, the less closely they are related.
Many scientists believe that molecular
systematics is a less ambiguous or contrived
method of grouping plants together, and that it
helps to resolve conflicts that arise when using
morphological data. At the lab, they sequence a

Rebecca Davis Green ’01
specific region of the DNA and analyze the
sequences to create a phylogenetic tree that
expresses the evolutionary history of the plants. I
worked specifically with the genus Iris under the
direction of Dr. Mark Chase and Mr. Jeffrey Joseph. I
sequenced the rps16 region of the genome to help
resolve uncertainties in the phylogenetic tree
established by the trnL and rps4 sequences
previously done at Kew.
The other area with which scientists at the Jodrell
are concerned is plant conservation. Conservationists
are using the molecular method to analyze how genetically diverse
populations of plant species are, thus enabling them to determine how
the populations should be managed. Greater genetic diversity means
that the species, as a group of diverse populations, has more resources to
call upon when adverse conditions hit. When there is low diversity,
scientists must decide whether or not measures should be taken to help
maintain that species. I worked under the direction of Dr. Michael Fay and
Ms. Robyn Cowan with Carex vulpina and C. otrubae, both endangered
tm
sedges in Britain. I worked with amplified fragment polymorphism (AFLP ),
a DNA fingerprinting technology, to determine whether or not Carex vulpina
and C. otrubae were the parents of a Carex hybrid. Interestingly, this
technique found no genetic difference between C. vulpina, C. otrubae, and
the Carex hybrid.
While at Kew Gardens, I worked with scientists from Mexico, Spain,
(Continued on page 9)
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The Lessons of My Summer at Kew
W hen asked to write something about my time at Kew I did not

know where to begin. There is no way I can convey how much I learned,
both about working in science and life itself while in London. But even
though the full experience cannot be packaged into a few lines I will try to
convey some of my thoughts. In order to get the full picture of my time
there you would have to take this paper, tear it into a thousand pieces, and
have me tell you a story about each shred of paper, as this is just one piece
of the story.
I have always been interested in lab work, and the area of biology that
really interests me is botany. So the Kew internship seemed to come
straight out of a wonderful dream. The internship was the perfect venue to
try out my ideal life as a researcher, and determine if my interest in lab
research would or could become my passion.
My first day of ‘work’ was plagued by lingering images of the
nightmare that I had had the night before. I had somehow convinced
myself that every one at the lab was either going to be one of those dry
and droll scientists that cannot differentiate between a test tube and their
next door neighbor, or one of those eccentric mad scientists who secretly
want to turn their lab partner into human–plant cyborg. These worries and
fears subsided upon meeting Mike Fay, head of the conservation biology
lab, and completely vanished by mid morning tea. Every one in the lab
was friendly and helpful. The following weeks in the lab proved to be
invaluable. I learned more about lab work, new techniques, and problem
solving techniques in ten weeks, than in all of my previous lab experience
combined. In addition I learned that this is the environment that I want to
work in for at least some portion of my life
I had been wrestling with the idea of graduate school. After working in
the lab I realized that the work that I was doing there really made me
happy. I liked getting up and coming to work. I enjoyed the diversity of
my work, and the thought it required. Whether I would go to graduate
school was no longer a question. The question became where should I go.
But all this was to be expected in some way, a conclusion about
working in the lab, and how that type of work would fit into my life. It is
actually the unexpected lessons and experiences that made London such an
amazing opportunity. One of the first things I learned is that tea breaks are
just the greatest thing since sliced bread! No, they are even better. What a
great idea to make every one take a break in to late morning before lunch
and in the late afternoon after lunch so that when people are actually
working they are very productive.

Molecular Work

Elinor Kuntz ’01
Kew employees are allowed to visit the gardens
after hours, and let me tell you there is nothing nicer
than walking around the gardens when they are
closed to the public. It is amazing how many stars
are visible in the gardens at night; you almost forget
that you are in a city at all.
There was also the introduction to pub culture.
There is something almost magical about sitting
outside on a warm summer evening having a beer or
some chips at the Bell and Crown, the local pub that
sits on the banks of the Thames. I watched many
sunsets from the benches outside that pub, talking
and laughing with friends.
More than anything else it was the people I met at
Kew and the friends I made there that really made
the internship so valuable. The lab was full of
people from all over the world. And as I got to know
these people, I learned more about their countries,
and ways of life, and more about myself than I
could have possibly imagined. From these friends I
learned how to cook a real Mexican dinner, to dance
salsa and meringue, how to pick gooseberries
without getting jabbed by the thorns, how to drive
on the wrong side of the road without getting killed,
and well, the list goes on. One friend gave me a
little turtle (stuffed animal) about the size of a
golfball. He likened our experiences to that little sea
turtle. We are just little creatures scrambling
towards the water. We have many trials and
tribulations to face before we make it to the water
and after, but we also have the entire ocean waiting
for us to explore her. If nothing else I was instilled
with the desire and courage to continue to explore
my world, and to find ways to make myself happy
along the way. The experiences and memories I
have from my time in London are what make my
time at Kew so unforgettable. !

continued

(Continued from page 8)

Brazil, Sweden, Switzerland, New Zealand, South Africa, and even the
United States! All came to research plant genetics, some with orchids and
proteas, others with sea lavender and living stones. It was a wonderful
chance not only to learn cutting edge molecular biology techniques
through independent projects, but also to learn about what is involved in
the life of a research scientist. I was also able to explore the city of
London and the English countryside, which even included hunting for
wild orchids with an orchid specialist. It was a terrific summer made

possible by the Muriel Kohn Pokross ’34
Fellowship in Botanical and Horticultural Studies,
the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, and the
alumnae who worked to established this internship,
supporting Smith in sending women out to learn
and make a difference in the science world. !
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In Remembrance of
Ed Wing

Amy Quigley

E

dward Hamlin
Everett Wing, 83, of 6 Fort Hill
Road, Haydenville,
Massachusetts died at his home on
July 12, 2000.
From the mid 1960s to the mid
1980s Ed Wing worked at the Botanic
Garden of Smith College. Part of that
time Ed spent as a gardener who created
and maintained some of the beautiful
plantings that we see on the campus today.
Ed's mother, Amy Everett Wing, graduated
from Smith College in the class of 1908, and
his sister, Amy Wing Quigley, was in the
class of 1948.

A memorial service was held at the Helen Hills Hills Memorial
Chapel on August 20 with the Rev. Leon Burrows, Chaplain,
officiating. Walter Morris-Hale, Professor of Government, recited
Invictus, a poem by William Ernest Henley, and reminisced about Ed,
“He was unique—an original—a star in his own constellation. What
made him so was his transcendent intellect, his creative imagination, his
genuine interest in all things but, most especially, in the silent but
vibrant world of plants.”
The Botanic Garden is currently renovating a woodland and
wildflower garden in the ravine below the President's house. Family and
friends are contributing a fitting memorial to Ed Wing in that garden, a
stone bridge crossing the stream at the bottom of the ravine.
Contributions may be made to the memorial for Ed Wing by sending
a donation to the Botanic Garden of Smith College. Please be sure
to indicate that your gift is for the bridge in memory of Ed Wing. !

Renovation Contributions
January, alumna Whitney Clark ’59 solicited some of
her friends for contributions toward the Conservatory
Renovation in Pat’s memory. Pat Gallup loved the
Lyman Plant House and over the years grew more
and more interested in gardens. As a photographer
she was keenly interested in plants and very aware of
beauty. Whitney Clark, herself a garden designer,
thought that this would be a very suitable and life-

Madelaine Zadik
affirming way of memorializing Pat. The Botanic Garden wishes to thank
all those who have remembered Patricia Gallup with a gift to the Lyman
Conservatory restoration, and special thanks to Whitney Clark for
organizing this effort. A total of $1,240 in gifts was received in memory
of Patricia Gallup.
As we are working on plans for the Botanic Garden Conservatory
Renovation (see page 2), fundraising continues. We have progressed a
little over 20% towards our goal, and hope you will join us in these efforts.
We know you will want to be a part of this this exciting endeavor. !

modified from a photo by Philip Channing
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The Botanic Garden of Smith College is grateful to our supporters who help make our work
possible. We wish to express our sincerest thanks to the following contributors who have given
so generously in the last year, from July 1, 1999, through June 30, 2000.

Corporate, Foundation
and Government Grants

Memorial Gifts

Memorial Gifts continued

Honorial Gifts continued

Stanley Smith Horticultural Trust
!

In Memory of Margaret Addis
Kathleen Hilfinger
In Memory of Agnes Andreae
Mrs. H. Hewett Brown
In Memory of Florence Arnold
Scottie Faerber
In Memory of Carolyn Beck
Caroline Soleliac Carbaugh
In Memory of Cythia Benson
Anne B. Vernon
In Memory of Jane Bradford
Ann Bradford
In Memory of Karen Breuer
Julie W. Priest
In Memory of Carol Brown
Julianne and Jules Hirsh
In Memory of Margaret Chittim
Nancy W. Smith
In Memory of Ruth Churchill
Mr. John Churchill
Martha Drake
Martha & Ron Subber
Emily Wood
In Memory of M. Elizabeth Clarke
Helen G. Laubshire
In Memory of Norma Dayton
Emily Jones
In Memory of Helen Duff
Molly Duff Woehrlin
In Memory of K. Jane Evans
Grace Evans Bowne
In Memory of Patricia Gallup
John S. Bowen
Eloise and Christopher Clark
Whitney Clark
Elizabeth H. Dineen
Mary Ann Quinson
Carol Ann and J. Bradley
MacKimm
Janice and Scott Pierce
Nancy and Ernest Richards
Barbara P. Schofield
Jean P. Sour
Barbara T. Venable
In Memory of Ora Gerhard
Caroline Riggs
In Memory of Martha Gray
Florence B. Fowlkes
In Memory of Janet Haskins
Mrs. Carolyn Dejanikus
In Memory of Marie L'Heureux
John M. Kaul-Connolly
R. Cheryl Donaldson
Denise and Patrick Goggins
John & Susan McConchie
Wanda Muller

In Memory of Marie L'Heureux
(continued)
Elizabeth Pacosa-McEvoy and
John McEvoy
Cynthia Rucci
Francis J. Twarog
Joseph Twarog
Mildred Twarog
Lynne A. Walton
Mrs. Herbert L. Wilkins
In Memory of Elizabeth McBeath
Joanne Dunne Murphy
In Memory of Kathleen McCarthy
Paulette S. Kessler
In Memory of Kathleen O'Connell
Paulette S. Kessler
In Memory of Mrs. Priest
Julie W. Priest
In Memory of
Johanna O'Keefe Rice
Ellen C. Holch
In Memory of Elizabeth
Spetnagel
Pamelia P. Tisza
In Memory of Thomas Sullivan
Mary Sullivan
In Memory of Mary van Schaik
Anonymous
Bill Fleming and Ann
Colangelo
Ernestine van Schaik
Jacoba van Schaik
In Memory of Stasi Veterok
Paul Slater
!

In Honor of Karin George
Carole J. Fuller
In Honor of Jill Hirschenfang
Dr. & Mrs. Fred
Hirschenfang
In Honor of Omar Kefi
Dr. & Mrs. Fred Hirschenfang
In Honor of
Allen and Nan King
Maribeth Klobuchar
In Honor of Donna Nolan
Elizabeth M. Nolan
In Honor of Muriel Pokross
Belmont Smith College Club
In Honor of Alfred Robertson
Sarah McCoy
In Honor of Kim Tripp
Sarah S. Boasberg
!

Foundation, Corporate
and Organization Donors

Anonymous
Alford Garden Club
Bay State Perennial Farm
Beardsley Gardens
BF Foundation
Brumfield Studios
C. L. Frank & Company
Converse Middle School PTO
Freedman Family Fund
From The Ground Up
The Garden Group, Inc.
Gilbert J.C. & Virginia G.
McCurdy Charitable Trust
Green Bay Tree Garden Club
Greenfield Garden Club
H. O. Peet Foundation
Koller and Associates
Leo Wasserman Foundation
Marvin and Ann K. Collier Fund
Triple T Foundation
Vanguard Charitable Endowment
Vernon Family Trust Fund
West Hartford Garden Club
!
Matching Gifts

AES Corporation
Aetna Foundation, Inc.
Ford Motor Company
GE Fund
J.P. Morgan Charitable Trust
Johnson & Johnson
Metropolitan Life Foundation
New England Electric Systems
!
Bequests

Elizabeth Power Richardson
!n
Muriel Kohn Pokross ’34
Fellowship in Botanical
and Horticultural Studies

Joan Pokross Curhan
Mr. & Mrs. David R. Pokross
!
Cary MacRae McDaniel ’69
Internship Fund

Barbara Burgess Wolfe
Ann C. Wiss
!

Honorial Gifts

In Honor of Gladys Beenstock
Barbara B. Mann
In Honor of M. Kathleen Bell
Euphemia H. Steffey
In Honor of Barbara Bradford
Ann Bradford
In Honor of Gregory Bradford
Ann Bradford
In Honor of William Campbell
Mrs. Arthur B. Du Bois
Jane Ross Moore
Edith A. Sisson
In Honor of Class of 1943
Mrs. William H. Smith
In Honor of Susan Cohen
Elisabeth M. Pendleton
In Honor of Susan Cohen
and Paula Deitz
Anonymous

Lyman Renovation
Fund

Anonymous
John S. Bowen
Mrs. H. Hewett Brown
Sally Casey
Mr. John Churchill
Whitney Clark
Eloise and Christopher Clark
Elizabeth H. Dineen
Martha Drake
Elizabeth L. Dugger
Julia W. Frick
Carole J. Fuller
Jean Hiersteiner
Alison Corning Jones
Edith Twiss Loening
Carol Ann and J. Bradley
MacKimm
Ms. Lee McCaffree
Katherine McCurdy
Janice and Scott Pierce
Julie W. Priest
Mary Ann Quinson
Nancy and Ernest Richards
Mrs. Virginia S. Risley-deCourcy
Barbara P. Schofield
Jean P. Sour
Nancy Turner
Mrs. William L. Udall
Barbara T. Venable
Anne B. Vernon
Emily Wood
Ella May T. Wulff
!
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Many thanks to the many anonymous donors and all
those who place their contributions in the donations box.

Members of the Friends of the Botanic Garden
Patrons

Contributing Members

Individual & Dual Members

Jennifer Armstrong and James
Kunstler
Joan Pokross Curhan
Barbara Newman Findlay
Julia W. Frick
Jean Hiersteiner
Alison Corning Jones
Katherine McCurdy
Mrs. Nancy Pendleton
Mr. & Mrs. David R. Pokross
Mrs. Virginia S. Risley-deCourcy
Nancy Turner
Mrs. Russell E. Whitmyer
Barbara Burgess Wolfe
!

Mrs. I. W. Athey
Adrienne Auerswald
Julia Gibson Axtell
Mrs. Malcolm Baldrige
Shavaun Towers
Lucy Wilson Benson
Edith S. Bingham
Katie Brown
Betty Butzer Brown
Kathryn L. Campbell
Alison D. Cannon
Katharine Doe Chalmers
Mrs. Elfrida Chappell MBE
Emily M. Corry
Mr. & Mrs. James B.
Cowperthwait
Susan Reeves Deland
Madeleine Delman
Mrs. Carolyn Dejanikus
Ms. Donna K. Donaghy
Mrs. Arthur B. Du Bois
Margaret Myers Dunn
Louisa Ferree
Dana Rees Folley
Jane Gwyn
R. B. Humphrey
Jane S. Keough
Noelle Lane
Mary Lumet
Marla Markowski
Molly T. McColgan
Maren M. Moore
Mrs. Ann Leslie Moore
Mary K. Morrison
Nancy B. Mott
Anne Noble
Cornelia Hahn Oberlander
Marcia L. Osborn
Barbara Palmer Stern
Suzanne M. Pilskaln
Wesley and Mary Pinney
Mrs. J. Duncan Pitney
Dr. Sally Roth
Rita Seplowitz Saltz
Kathleen C. Sherrerd
Mrs. R. M. Smith
Joan Thompson
Lucy Keith Tittmann
Lee Traub
Mrs. William L. Udall
Nelson Mooers van den Blink
Elizabeth G. Vestner
Anne Webb
Patricia Conary Williams
Dorothy M. Woodcock
Ella May T. Wulff !

Anonymous
Alice Marsh Abbott
Patricia M. Allen
Cynthia Baceski
Ms. Ruth G. Banta
Richard and Dawn Barlow
Clara Couric Batchelor
Elizabeth A. Bicknell
Mary Ellen Birkett
Ms. Janet S. Bissell
Mrs. Colin C. Blair
Lorna R. Blake
Sarah D. Blodgett
Barbara B. Blumenthal
Jean G. Bodine
Ann Boermeester Borelli
Lee S. Born
Margaret Boyer
Lisbeth K. Brandt
Mrs. Ellis O. Briggs
Eleanor Brown
Deborah Brumfield
Jane Bryden
Ida M. Bucher
Ann Burger
Cynthia R. Burmeister
Lois E. Burrill
Carrie S. Cadwell
Bruce Callahan and Tom
Gaynon
Craig Calvert
Anne Cann
Kathleen Hanley Carr
Mr. Addison Cate
Elizabeth Catelli
Joan Cenedella
Charles M. Cohn
Nancy Sproul Collins
Minette Switzer Cooper
Bill Copeland
Kathy Coughlin
Hilary H. Creighton
Margaret Flanders Darby
Joanna Dean
Jean and David Dempsey
Janet Demuth
Ruth Dodds
Eileen Rooney Driscoll
Cynthia B. Driscoll
Sydney Eddison
Jennifer R. Edwards
Pearl Edwards
Mrs. H. N. Eldredge
Christina J. Eldridge
Avril Ellenport
Mr. Daniel A. Facilla

Benefactors

Marvin & Ann Collier
Edith Twiss Loening
Sarah Chase Shaw
Jacoba van Schaik
!
Sustaining Members

Mrs. Hart Fessenden
Margot E. Freedman
Alma I. Hix
Barbara Judge
Louise Eastman Weed
Ann C. Wiss
!

Marjorie G. Fine
Linda Fisher
Peter Flynn
Joanne Foster
Nan Freeman
Charlotte M. Frieze
Lauren L. Garner
Alex Ghiselin
Eileen Gisser Gold
Nancy Goldstein
Susan P. Goodall
Judith E. Gordon
Martha H. Gould
Elizabeth M. Grant
Judith Alper Greene
C. Ann Barry Guenther
Mrs. Jane P. Guiliano
Ann W. Hackl
Helen Hall
Gabrielle H. Hall
Lesley W. Harrington, M.D.
Mrs. William F. Hartfiel, Jr.
Brenda Helleberg
Jean Henning
Marian Herz
Mrs. Emily Hill
Ann W. Hilliard
Nancy Howland
Maureen A. Humphrey
Marcia J. Hunkins
Kim and Tim Hurley
Nicole C. Husen
Diane Foster Igleheart
Judith Jacobson
Jeanne Jang
Aiman Janineh
Anna and Ellis Jones
Bobette Reed Kahn
Jeremy Kane
Karen S. Kaplan
Ruth Kellogg
Polly Kent
Anne Keppler
Elaine D. Knowles
Gary Koller
Linda Kopf
Ms. Patricia M. Kozak
Gerry Kraus
Mr. John P. Laflamme
Gloria LaFlamme
Ben Land
Constance T. Latson
Eugene Lawrence
Ellen Leahy-Pile
Arnold G. Levinson
Ms. Frances A. Lewis
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Please accept our sincere apologies for any accidental omissions or misspellings and kindly
advise us of any errors so we may record and publish corrections.

Members of the Friends of the Botanic Garden
Individual & Dual Members continued

Margaret Lieb
Anne W. Linville
Cathy Ann Longinotti
Mrs. Robin Fern Loomis
Mrs. Rolf T. Lundberg
Ann Porter Lundy
Lois Lusty
Florence Macdonald
Gerri Magie
Jane Malarkey
Meg Mallory & Jeff Traft
William J. Manning
Natalie A. Mariano, MD
Ms Lee McCaffree
Carol McGough
Harriet Arnold McKissock
Buffy L. McLean Thom
Donna Meehan
Mrs. Marion Mendelson
Gail M. Michael
Terry and David Molnar
Joanne Montgomery
Kerry E. Moore
Janice Moulton and George
Robinson
Susan M. Mulgrew
Susan H. Munger
John J. Murawski
Susan Murray
Harriet B. Naughton
Mrs. George A. Nicholson, III
David and Claire Norton
Kathleen Parker O'Beirne
Jane O'Sullivan
Miss Hazel Palmer
Mary Parker
Frances W. Parker
Betty Anne Parks
Constance Parks
Ms. Elizabeth B. Payton
Molly Peeples
Mary J. Philpott
Susanne Lac Phippen
Jane B. Phipps
Ruth C. Pratt
Eunice Campbell Purdy
Paula Pursley
Amy Wing Quigley
Mrs. V. B. A. Rambusch
Judith L. Rameior
Miss Helen W. Randall
Pam and JJ Tesko
Sherrill Redmon
Ms. Roberta S. Reed

Nancy Rhinehart
Cynthia Rice
Cathleen D. Riley
Alice E. Robbins
Mrs. Penelope S. Roberts
Mrs. Algernon Roberts
Cathy Roberts
Alfreda Robertson
Joan T. Rosasco
Rebecca A. Roth
Eleanor B. Rothman
Mr. & Mrs. Francis Roy
Yoelene Schaefer
Jennifer Scott
Loretta M. Selgelid
Ann E. Shanahan
Elizabeth Shapiro
Mary S. Shaub
William Sheehan and Katherine
Robertson
Theodora and William Shepherd
Judy Shindel
Antonia C. Shoham
Mrs. Henry H. N. Shriver
Robin Silva
Jenny Silver
Carol A. Slominski
Josephine B. Smith
Mrs. Olcott D. Smith
Jocelyn Spragg
Sandra-Leigh Sprecker
Ruth Sproull
Doris V. Steenstrup
Susan Steenstrup
Nancy C. Stevenson
Lusia C. Stewart
Joseph G. Strauch, Jr.
Ginny Sullivan
Elsie Barrett Sullivan
Mrs. Diane F. Sutton
Donna Vidal Svirsky
Sara Leslie Swain
Elizabeth Terp
Hillary Thomas
Ms. Anna D. Tilghman
Shavaun R. Towers
Helaine Traub
Patricia Trocme
Helen S. Trueblood
Mrs. B. J. Truslow
Alice T. Unno
Ladda Upatham
Winifred Crary Valens
Susan D. Van Leer

Elsa Vitols
Margaret Waggoner
Phebe Wallace
Laura Wallenstein
Margaret V. Warner
Mrs. Willard T. Weeks
Janice P. Weiner
Hilda Kugel Weinstein
Louise Wickware
Heather & Todd Willard
Sherry Wilson
Debra Windoloski
Helen A. Woynar
Mrs. Ruth Kimberly Young
Frank P. Zabawa
Ann S. Zartler
Annette Zaytoun and Rick
Reynolds
Robin Zitter
!
Student Members

Autumn Kidd
Elizabeth C. Land
Erin Ostrander
Cynthia Stern
Katherine Woolfitt
Carole A. Zakrzewski
!
Smith College Clubs

Belmont Smith College Club
!

Gift-in-Kind Donations

Anonymous
Roland Bisi
Kathleen Hanley Carr
Pearl Edwards
Craig Felton
Mrs. C. E. Mosher
Hanna R. Waggoner
!
Other Donations

Danceworks
Elizabeth L. Dugger
Alfred J. Kaiser
Ms. Jane P. Nowak
Deanna Scarfe
Marion Woolam
!
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New Cards Available

L

ocal photographer Judy B. Messer has been photographing the Botanic
Garden for many years. We now have several of her images available for sale
as post cards and note cards. These cards will transport you to springtime in
Capen Garden when the tulips are at their peak, the spring Bulb Show without
the crowds, and fall colors at their peak in the Conservatory lined with
chrysanthemums for the Mum Show. You can now purchase these cards,
along with some others in sets of post cards and note cards.
All the items listed below on our order form may also be purchased
anytime you are visiting the Lyman Conservatory. !
Mary Mattison van Schaik Tulip Garden and Jill Ker Conway Gazebo
at Capen Garden, © 2000 Judy B. Messer

Garden Gifts Order Form
Botanic Garden Logo
© 1999 Margaret P. Holden

♦

Botanic Garden T-Shirts with Logo $15

Willow Green, Royal, Teal or Natural
100% Cotton, S, M, L, XL

Sale: Gold T-Shirts Half Price!!!
♦ Botanic

Garden Sweatshirts with Logo $25

Teal or Natural
100% Cotton, S, M, L, XL
♦

Botanic Garden Canvas Tote Bags with Logo

Open Tote—18"×19"×4½" Green $10
Zippered Tote—22"×15"×5" Natural $15
♦

Botanic Garden Aprons with Logo $15

24"×28" with two pockets, Forest Green
♦

Centennial T-Shirts $15
“A Century of Women on Topsoil”

Brown or Forest Green, 100% cotton, S, M, L, XL
♦

Botanic Print $25

Theobroma cacao (chocolate tree)
from Lyman Plant House, 7" × 10"
Limited signed edition by Pamela See '73
♦

Willow
S
M
S
Gold

Royal
Natural
Teal
L
XL @ $15.00 $
M
L
XL @ $ 7.50 $

Sweatshirts
Teal
Natural
S
M
L
XL @ $25.00

$

Tote Bags
Open Tote(s)
Zippered Tote(s)

Aprons

@ $10.00 $
@ $15.00 $

@ $15.00 $

Topsoil T-Shirts
Brown
S
M

Forest Green
L
XL @ $15.00

Botanic Prints
Mugs

$

@ $25.00 $

@ $ 5.00 $

Post Card Sets

@ $ 3.00 $

Note Card Sets

@ $ 9.00 $

TOTAL ENCLOSED $
Name:

Botanic Garden Mugs $5

White ceramic with black logo
♦

T-Shirts with Logo

Post Cards $3

Set of 6 assorted cards:
Bulb Show, Capen Tulip Garden, Mum Show,
Olmsted Campus Plan, Lyman Conservatory in Fall
♦ Note

Cards $9

Set of 6 cards, 2 of each design:
Conservatory in Winter, Bulb Show, Frog in Pond

Address:
City/State:

Zip:

Email:
Checks payable to The Friends of the Botanic Garden
Send to: The Botanic Garden of Smith College,
Northampton, MA 01063, Attention: Garden Gifts
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New Friends Benefit:
Members-Only Hours at the Bulb Show
Madelaine Zadik

I

n our efforts to better serve the members of the Friends of the
Botanic Garden, we have initiated a new benefit that we think our Friends
will truly value. Over the past several years we have offered a Friday night
preview of the Bulb and Chrysanthemum Shows, which has been quite well
received (see the Calendar of Events on the back cover for the dates of this
year’s Chrysanthemum Show and preview). While that is one opportunity
to see the spring Bulb Show without having to navigate the huge crowds,
we will begin offering an additional daily “members-only” hour at the
Spring Bulb Show next year (9:00 am - 10:00 am), hoping that this will add

to your enjoyment of the exhibition. The Bulb
Show will continue to be open to the general
public from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm. We hope you
will take advantage of these new hours. You will
hear more about this as we get closer to the Bulb
Show. !

Email Addresses and Membership Renewals
W

e have been communicating more and more with our Friends by
email and are thinking about how we might improve our communications
with members. We are exploring the use of electronic media to better
connect with our constituents, but we first need to get everyone’s email
address. If you have an email address, please send it to mzadik@smith.edu
or just give it to us when you send in your membership renewal. You should

be receiving your renewal letter toward the end of
November. Of course, if you would like to renew
early, you may use the form below, or pass it
along to someone you know who may be
interested in joining. Thanks. !

You are invited to join

The Friends of the Botanic Garden of Smith College
ALL MEMBERS RECEIVE:
NEW BENEFIT

Members-only hours at the annual Spring Bulb Show

♦

A complimentary copy of Celebrating a Century: The Botanic Garden of Smith College, by C. John Burk
Botanic Garden News and a calendar of events, twice a year
♦ Invitations to plant show preview parties and receptions
♦ Ιnvitations to Botanic Garden symposia
♦

Our Membership Form is available online at
http://www.smith.edu/garden/memberform.html
or you can give online at our secure web site
http://www.smith.edu/friends
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Calendar of Events — Fall 2000
September

Distribution of ivy plants to incoming
students. An annual gift from the Friends of
the Botanic Garden.

Ethnobotany Lectures
Thursday
October 26
7:30 pm
Seelye 106

Preserving Ethnobotanical Knowledge Among
the Huaorani of the Ecuadorian Amazon
Camille Tipton-Allaband, NSF Fellow and
Ph.D. candidate at the New York Botanical
Garden/City University of New York. Her
research focuses on analyzing the uses of
medicinal plants by the Huaorani Amerindians
of the Ecuadorian Amazon.
and

Harvesting Xate in the Maya Biosphere
Reserve: Cultural, Ecological, and Economic
Consequences
Holly A. Porter Morgan, Ph.D. candidate at
the New York Botanical Garden/City
University of New York. Her research focuses
on current approaches to the management and
conservation of Central American tropical
forests and their relationship to Maya cultural
survival.

Annual Chrysanthemum Show
Friday
November 3
6:30 pm
Seelye 106

What Makes Variegated Plants Variegated
Michael Marcotrigiano, Director of the
Botanic Garden of Smith College, former
research/teaching faculty member at the
University of Massachusetts.
Join us for a reception and refreshments
following the lecture. See the Mum Show
in the illuminated Conservatory and meet
our new director.

Saturday
November 4
through
Sunday
November 19
10:00 am –
4:00 pm

Fall Chrysanthemum Show
A Smith tradition! An outstanding display
of chrysanthemums featuring mums trained
into cascading forms rarely seen outside of
Japan, as well as large specimen flowers
and hybrids made by Smith horticulture
students. Last show before the renovation.

Kew Internship
Monday
November 13
7:00 pm
Neilson
Browsing
Room

Of Genomes and Irises: A Summer at Kew
Rebecca Davis Green ’01 and Elinor
Kuntz ’01, Summer interns at the Jodrell
Laboratory, Royal Botanic Garden at Kew,
describe their summer of cutting edge
molecular biology research. (See pages 8-9.)

